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Problems:  Problems:  In In manymany situationssituations

end users do not understand the properties of end users do not understand the properties of 
WDG/DF formulationsWDG/DF formulations

……are NOT are NOT ““GranulesGranules””
……like like WPsWPs, , WDGsWDGs / / DFsDFs must be measured by must be measured by 
WEIGHT (not volume)WEIGHT (not volume)

end users do not use the measuring device end users do not use the measuring device 
supplied with the productsupplied with the product
dealers/suppliers do not give end users a proper dealers/suppliers do not give end users a proper 
measuring device and/or measuring instructionsmeasuring device and/or measuring instructions



ScenarioScenario……

farmer problemfarmer problem……
‘‘phone call from (good) field agentphone call from (good) field agent……
discussion / points of discussion / points of 
mismisunderstandingunderstanding……
contact with sales, technical contact with sales, technical 
representativesrepresentatives……..
contact with local (contact with local (agag) dealers) dealers……





Handling and Measuring Handling and Measuring 
DF / WDG FormulationDF / WDG Formulation

Pesticide ProductPesticide Productss
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Units of MeasurementUnits of Measurement



Dry Ounce Dry Ounce --vsvs-- Fluid OunceFluid Ounce



Fluid OunceFluid Ounce

Measure of VolumeMeasure of Volume

1 fluid ounce1 fluid ounce = 1.8 cubic inches= 1.8 cubic inches
= 2 tablespoons= 2 tablespoons
= = ~ 30 cc~ 30 cc’’s (= 29.6 cms (= 29.6 cm33))
= ~ 30 mL (= 29.6 mL)= ~ 30 mL (= 29.6 mL)



Fluid OunceFluid Ounce
1/128 of a US Gallon1/128 of a US Gallon

1/16 of a US Pint1/16 of a US Pint



Dry OunceDry Ounce
Measure of WeightMeasure of Weight

1/16 of a Pound1/16 of a Pound



Fluid Ounce Fluid Ounce --vsvs-- Dry OunceDry Ounce
33--oz table salt oz table salt 
measured by volumemeasured by volume

33--oz table salt oz table salt 
measured by weightmeasured by weight





Dry OunceDry Ounce
ProductProduct--specific Measuring Containers for specific Measuring Containers for 
Dry Flowables/WaterDry Flowables/Water--Dispersible GranulesDispersible Granules





Dry OunceDry Ounce
Note the placement of the mark for 1 dryNote the placement of the mark for 1 dry--
ounce (weight measure) mark:ounce (weight measure) mark:





What is a DF / WDG?What is a DF / WDG?

WaterWater--Dispersible Granule (WDG) and Dry Dispersible Granule (WDG) and Dry 
Flowable (DF) formulations are made by Flowable (DF) formulations are made by 
compressing (compressing (““aggregatingaggregating””) a Wettable ) a Wettable 
Powder (WP) into Powder (WP) into ““dustdust--freefree”” particles.particles.



DF / WDG DF / WDG ---- DISadvantagesDISadvantages

Like WPs, form a suspension (Like WPs, form a suspension (notnot a a 
solution) in a spray tanksolution) in a spray tank

As a result, theyAs a result, they
rrequire agitationequire agitation
may clog strainers/screensmay clog strainers/screens



DF / WDG DF / WDG ---- AdvantagesAdvantages
Like WPs:Like WPs:

low dermal hazardlow dermal hazard
less likely to be phytotoxic than some other less likely to be phytotoxic than some other 
sprayable formulations (ex. ECs) because they sprayable formulations (ex. ECs) because they 
dondon’’t contain any oils or solventst contain any oils or solvents

Unlike WPsUnlike WPs
Easier to take out of packagingEasier to take out of packaging
Easier to measureEasier to measure…….but mixer.but mixer--loaders MUST use loaders MUST use 
device specifically calibrated for that product AND device specifically calibrated for that product AND 
that that ““batchbatch  ”” of product*of product*
Reduced inhalation hazard to the applicator (due to Reduced inhalation hazard to the applicator (due to 
larger larger ““dustdust--freefree”” particle size)particle size)



What is a DF / WDG?What is a DF / WDG?
easier and safer to handleeasier and safer to handle……BUTBUT
measured by weight (batch density), measured by weight (batch density), notnot
by volumeby volume



Measuring WDG/DF ProductsMeasuring WDG/DF Products

The weight of each product The weight of each product ---- and each and each 
batch of the same product (!) batch of the same product (!) ---- will vary, will vary, 
depending on the amount of active depending on the amount of active 
ingredient AND the properties of the ingredient AND the properties of the 
carrier used.carrier used.

WDG/DF products come with a measuring WDG/DF products come with a measuring 
device calibrated for a specific device calibrated for a specific ““batchbatch”” of a of a 
specific product.  The lines on the specific product.  The lines on the 
container indicate weight, NOT volume.container indicate weight, NOT volume.







SummarySummary

DFs and WDGs have many advantages, DFs and WDGs have many advantages, 
including being easier and safer to use including being easier and safer to use 
than many other pesticide formulationsthan many other pesticide formulations

DFs and WDGs DFs and WDGs mustmust be measured be measured 
properlyproperly





In some situationsIn some situations……
dealers / distributors dealers / distributors andand end users do not end users do not 
understand the properties of WDG/DF understand the properties of WDG/DF 
formulationsformulations
dealers / distributors do not give end users dealers / distributors do not give end users 
a proper measuring device and/or a proper measuring device and/or 
measuring instructionsmeasuring instructions
end users do not use the appropriate end users do not use the appropriate 
measuring device / methodmeasuring device / method
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SolutionsSolutions
Education/OutreachEducation/Outreach
PackagingPackaging

ShrinkShrink--wrapwrap measuring device to product measuring device to product 
containercontainer

LabelingLabeling
Color code and markColor code and mark both product container both product container 
and corresponding measuring device (name and corresponding measuring device (name 
and year + and year + ““batchbatch””:  ex::  ex:
•• Osprey 2008Osprey 2008--AA
•• Ally 2008Ally 2008--BB



ConclusionConclusion
Stewardship effortsStewardship efforts

are needed to ensureare needed to ensure
that DF/WDG formulation that DF/WDG formulation 

product usersproduct users
apply these materialsapply these materials

at the proper rate.at the proper rate.


